* Please note that the regulations may be amended when a sport becomes part of the optional
programme of the Universiade.
37. WRESTLING
37.1

GENERAL TERMS

The wrestling competitions shall be organised in accordance with the most recent technical
regulations of the “Fédération internationale de lutte amateur” (FILA). In any dispute the French
text shall be regarded as authoritative.
The programme and duration of competitions are fixed by the Executive Committee in
agreement with the Organising Committee and the CTI. The competitions shall last six (6) days
and include individual events in the following weight categories:
Men:

Free style
- 57kg, - 61kg, - 65kg, - 70kg, - 74kg, - 86kg, - 97kg, - 125kg
Greco-Roman style
- 59kg, - 66kg, - 71kg, - 75kg, - 80kg, - 85kg, - 98kg, - 130kg

Women:

Free style
- 48kg, - 53kg, - 55kg, - 58kg, - 60kg, - 63kg, - 69kg, - 75kg

A team ranking shall award a trophy to the best three (3) teams in each style.
Each country is authorised to enter one (1) competitor and one (1) reserve for each weight
category, and five (5) officials. The same competitor may take part in both styles.
The countries shall declare their starters to the Technical Committee six (6) hours before the
official weigh-in.(until 12:00 pm in the weigh-in day)
Each athlete shall bring a FILA licence that is valid for the current year, and present it to the
Technical Committee.
At the first General Technical Meeting, the Head of Delegation or his/her representative shall
confirm and sign the official list of competitors accredited by the CIC.
.
37.2

PRE-COMPETITION PROCEDURE

Three (3) months before the Championship, the Organising Committee has the right to collect
25% of the total cost of stay per athlete and official from participating countries.
The draw shall be made during the official weigh-in using the Heracles software.
37.3

TECHNICAL OFFICIALS

37.3.1 Nomination and costs
Referees shall be appointed jointly by FILA and the FISU Technical Delegate. The
participating delegations shall bear their costs of travel, board and lodging in proportion to the
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number of athletes registered (from two (2) days before the opening ceremony to one (1) day
after the closing ceremony).
Other costs are referenced in the FISU – FILA partnership agreement.
The Organising Committee shall announce the exact sum shortly after the closing date for
nominative entries (one (1) month before the beginning of the World University
Championship).
37.3.2 Number of technical officials needed
Minimum thirteen (13) referees per mat shall be appointed.
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